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Equatorially Dominated Magnetic
Field Change at the Surface of
Earth’s Core
Christopher C. Finlay* and Andrew Jackson
Slow temporal variations in Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld originate in the liquid outer
core. We analyzed the evolution of nonaxisymmetric magnetic ﬂux at the core
surface over the past 400 years. We found that the most robust feature is
westward motion at 17 kilometers per year, in a belt concentrated around the
equator beneath the Atlantic hemisphere. Surprisingly, this motion is dominated by a single wavenumber and persists throughout the observation period.
This phenomenon could be produced by an equatorial jet of core ﬂuid, by
hydromagnetic wave propagation, or by a combination of both. Discrimination
between these mechanisms would provide useful constraints on the dynamics
of Earth’s core.
A dynamo mechanism operates in Earth’s liquid outer core: Convective motions induce electrical currents, which in turn produce the geomagnetic field (1). The details of this process
are complex, and the generated field varies in
time and space. Regularized inversion techniques (2), using observations made by mariners, magnetic observatories, magnetic surveys,
and satellites, have been used to obtain images
of the magnetic field at the core surface. A
recent compilation of all suitable direct observations of the field has been used to construct a
time-dependent field model (3), which is our
most complete picture of the evolution of the
magnetic field over the past 400 years. It is
important that the information contained in this
model be fully exploited and used to constrain
and inform the development of rapidly improving models of the geodynamo (4, 5).
Here, we systematically decompose the
radial magnetic field at the core surface, reSchool of Earth Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds
LS2 9JT, UK.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: c.ﬁnlay@earth.leeds.ac.uk

taining only the nonaxisymmetric part, which
varies on time scales shorter than the 400year historical record; we refer to this as the
residual field. Our method enables us to follow changes in the field morphology over the
entire span of observations and does not rely
on knowledge of the field strength, which
was measured only after 1830. Nonaxisymmetric fields in the core are known to be
important for maintaining the geodynamo
(6), and their motions produce field changes
observed at Earth’s surface (7–9). Geodynamo models also display concentrations of
nonaxisymmetric field (10)—for example, at
points where fluid flow near the core surface
converges—although the mechanism producing the motion of such flux foci remains
poorly understood.
The radial magnetic field Br at the core
surface was sampled every 2° in latitude and
longitude and every 2 years in time. We
removed the time-averaged axisymmetric
field and high-pass filtered in the time domain to remove that part of the signal containing periods longer than 400 years. The
residual field is typically only 10% of the
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magnitude of the original signal Br, but captures 42% of the change observed at the core
surface (11). Consequently, we are able to
isolate new aspects of the field evolution that
were previously obscured. Rather than a static picture with small-amplitude features
riding on top, the processed data of the residual field reveal a dynamic field morphology
that evolves rapidly over the 400 years studied (Fig. 1) (movie S3). In the equatorial
region we observe a series of high-amplitude
flux foci moving westward. Field changes are
most obvious under the Atlantic hemisphere
while less activity occurs under the Pacific
hemisphere, suggesting some longitudinal
modulation of the field or of the mechanism
causing its motion (12, 13).
We constructed time-longitude diagrams
(14 –16) of the residual field every 2° of
latitude in order to view zonal motions,
which are important in rapidly rotating fluids
such as Earth’s liquid outer core because of
the influence of strong Coriolis forces. Westward motion of a succession of flux foci was
observed at the equator (Fig. 2A) and less
clearly at mid-latitudes (e.g., Fig. 2B at
40°S). Two-dimensional frequency-wavenumber power spectra were calculated from
the time-longitude diagrams. Peaks in these
spectra pinpoint the preferred zonal wavenumbers m (where m ⫽ 360°/ and  is the
angular wavelength in degrees) and frequencies f (where f ⫽ 1/T and T is the period in
years) of the zonal motion of the residual
field at each latitude. At the equator, the
dominant wavenumber was m ⫽ 5 (i.e.,  ⫽
72°) and f ⫽ 3.75 ⫻ 10⫺3 year⫺1 (i.e., T ⫽
270 years), whereas at 40°S, the field change
was less monochromatic with more power at
lower wavenumbers. At 20°N, we found a
strong m ⫽ 8 signal consistent with highresolution maps of the radial magnetic field at
the core surface, recently obtained from satellite measurements (17).
The gradient of a diagonal line produced by
a moving feature in a time-longitude diagram
measures the apparent zonal speed of that feature. We determined the power traveling at all
possible gradients in our time-longitude diagrams by means of a technique based on the
Radon transform (18, 19). A prominent peak at
the equator (Fig. 3) identifies the highest amplitude, most robust zonal motion of the residual field in the record, at a speed of 17 km
year⫺1 (0.27° year⫺1) westward. Less pronounced peaks were found at latitudes 55°N (18
km year⫺1 or 0.49° year⫺1) and at 40°S (26 km
year⫺1 or 0.56° year⫺1). To assess the longevity of the peaks, we applied the Radon speed
determination method to time subwindows of
the time-longitude diagrams. We found that the
striking equatorial peak was present throughout, whereas the smaller peak at 55°N was
obvious only from 1750 to 1880 and the peak
at 40°S was strongest from 1800 to the present.

Observations of zonal motion of magnetic field at low latitudes can be accounted
for by two rather different mechanisms,

both of which could conceivably be occurring at the surface of Earth’s core. One
possibility is that a westward equatorial jet
Fig. 1. Snapshot of the
nonaxisymmetric radial
magnetic ﬁeld, highpass ﬁltered with a cutoff period of 400 years
(referred to in the text
as the residual ﬁeld),
shown at the core surface in 1850.

Fig. 2. Time-longitude diagrams of the residual ﬁeld at speciﬁc latitudes (A) 0° (the equator) and
(B) 40°S. Frequency-wavenumber spectra of these time-longitude diagrams are shown in (C) and
(D), respectively; peaks pinpoint the dominant zonal wavenumbers (m) and frequencies ( f ⫽ 1/T,
where T is the period) of the zonal ﬁeld motions.
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Fig. 3. Power moving
with eastward zonal
speeds between –60
and 60 km year⫺1 in
time-longitude diagrams
of the residual ﬁeld, every 2° latitude from
70°N to 70°S. A maximum is found at the
equator, indicating a robust measurement of
westward motion (at
–17 km year⫺1) in this
region. Weaker signals
are observed at mid-latitudes, particularly near
40°S (–26 km year⫺1)
and 55°N (–18 km
year⫺1).
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could be bodily transporting core fluid, and
thus magnetic field lines (that move with
the fluid to a first approximation), from
east to west. Such an equatorial jet has
previously been suggested in inversions of
radial magnetic field change for core flows
(20), and strong westward (retrograde) zonal flows produced by nonlinear Reynolds
stresses have been observed in rotating
convection experiments (21). Another
mechanism that could play a role is an
equatorially confined MAC (magnetic,
Archimedes, Coriolis) wave (22, 23), driven by either convective (24) or magnetic
(25) instability. This phenomenon would
produce a series of propagating upwellings
and downwellings at the core surface, with
motion of associated flux foci. Because equatorial MAC waves would have propagation
properties dependent on the strength of the
core’s hidden toroidal magnetic field, it may
be possible to use these waves to estimate this
parameter, which defines the nature of the
dynamo process. Successful quantification of
the relative contributions of these two mechanisms would be a valuable constraint on
models of the geodynamo.
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Changes in Ocean Water Mass
Properties: Oscillations or
Trends?
Harry L. Bryden,* Elaine L. McDonagh, Brian A. King
A new transindian hydrographic section across 32°S reveals that thermocline
mode waters have become saltier and colder since 1987. This change almost
entirely reverses the observed freshening of mode waters from the 1960s to
1987 that has been interpreted to be the result of anthropogenic climate change
on the basis of coupled climate models. Here, we compare ﬁve hydrographic
sections from 1936, 1965, 1987, 1995, and 2002 to show that upper thermocline waters (10°C to 17°C) changed little from 1936 to 1965, freshened from
1965 to 1987, and since 1987 have become saltier. These results demonstrate
substantial oscillations in mode-water properties.
When so few oceanographic sections have
been sampled more than once, it is notable
that the remote Indian Ocean section across
32°S has now been completely occupied four
times. The first transindian section in 1936
was made as part of the Royal Research Ship
(RRS) Discovery expeditions (1). The second
aboard Research Vessel (R/V) Atlantis II in
1965 was part of the Indian Ocean Expedition
(2). The third in 1987 was fitted into RRS
Charles Darwin’s inaugural round-the-world
voyage (3). The World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE) managed only to reoccupy the eastern and western parts of the
section aboard R/V Knorr in 1995 (4, 5). In
March and April of 2002, we reoccupied the
32°S transindian section aboard Darwin with
a principal goal to measure the meridional
overturning circulation across this southern
boundary of the Indian Ocean. In view of the
previous sections and because of interest in
the use of changes in thermocline modewater properties as a “fingerprint” for anthropogenic climate changes (6–9), our first effort
was to examine the evolution of water mass
properties from 1936 to the present.
Our station track for the 2002 section followed the 1987 section from the coast of South
Africa out to 80°E (Fig. 1), after which we
deviated from the 1987 track in order to improve the estimation of the overturning circulaSouthampton Oceanography Centre, Empress Dock,
Southampton SO14 3ZH, UK.
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tion. For this reason, we initially made comparisons between the 1987 and 2002 measurements west of 80°E where the sections coincide. Taking advantage of the tight potential
temperature–salinity (-S) relationship, which
is not affected by the mesoscale eddy variability
evident in the large vertical excursions of water
masses from station to station, we found the
salinity on potential temperature surfaces (10)
at each station and then examined the salinity
difference (between 1987 and 2002) on isotherms along the section (Fig. 2). The changes
are remarkably uniform along the section: Upper thermocline waters between 10°C and 17°C
are saltier by as much as 0.06, whereas lower
thermocline waters between 5°C and 10°C are
fresher by as much as 0.03.
It is common to estimate changes in ocean
properties on isopycnal surfaces (11–14). We
found that the change in zonally averaged
salinity on isopycnal surfaces achieves a
maximum of 0.09 at a neutral density of
26.66 (at a temperature of about 12.9°C).
Such an increase in salinity is opposite to the
freshening from the 1960s to 1987, which
achieved a maximum of – 0.12 at a neutral
density of 26.75 (13). As a result of becoming
fresher from the 1960s to 1987 and becoming
saltier from 1987 to 2002, the upper thermocline waters now have nearly the same properties they had in the 1960s.
Because the shape of the -S relationship lies somewhat parallel to the isopycnals (fig. S1A), changes on isopycnal surfaces can exaggerate trends. We prefer to
report the minimum change in water mass
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